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 Here, nationally syndicated house columnist Marni Jameson sensitively manuals readers
through the process, from opening that first closet, to sorting through a lifetime’ Using her own
private journey as a basis, she helps you figure out a strategy and create a mindset to
accomplish the duty quickly, respectfully, rewardingly—and, in the very best of circumstances,
even memorably.It’s worthy of of possessions, to selling the homestead itself.s a rite of passage
minimal one will get away: the difficult, emotional trip of downsizing your or your aging parents’
home. Throughout, she combines her been-there knowledge with insights from national
professionals—antiques appraisers, garage-sale gurus, professional organizers, and
psychologists—to provide practical wisdom and heartwarming guidance so you understand with
certainty what things to maintain, toss, or sell.
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  This reserve helped me to change my brain about our 63 12 months collection, which is our
stories rather than necessarily theirs. I've go through Marni's columns in The Denver Post for a
long time and also have laughed and ached with her along the way as she elegantly dealt with
major life change after main life change. While the ideas were Alright, I did feel these were not
practical for most people. I have started walking around our home with a fresh eye on minimizing
all the things we've, yet with much heart. And it'll entertain while doing this. I say this as the
veteran of many grueling downsizings and clean outs for parents and in-laws. That was some of
the hardest (physically) & most wrenching (emotionally and financially) work of my 71 years. I
had been looking forward to this reserve and following Marni's columns.!" Yes, Marni, I get it and
a big many thanks for giving me fresh courage and tools to tackle this challenge. A 1st for me: A
publication review! I ordered every one of them on amazon and did nothing apart from post a
picture of them to my instagram accounts inviting my acquaintances to take pleasure from the
irony. I have seen books & These past couple of days, I've had a nice surprise, which has me
pondering whether my tendency to a shut mindset is certainly something to deal with in the
upcoming yr. I've been dreading an enormous impending burden, understanding that it should
not end up being my burden, but that it ultimately will be, so I gathered my courage and started
accepting the truth. My in-laws and regulations shifted into assisted living over this past year.
The book is aimed mainly at empty nesters and the ones about to go to retirement that are
looking to shrink their footprint, but still enjoy a home. They are currently within their third home
since, due to a combination of restlessness and some behavioral issues that are long-standing
and most likely fixed. Not "set" in the repaired method, but "set" in the long term way.Left behind
are two homes, both fully furnished, 1 with a lifetime of memories, selections, and household
products. Heck, I'd even go with a camper). The journals are still stacked, filled with the blown in
subscription cards which appear to multiply at night. Who is going to deal with this? When? You
can find three grown sons, each along with his own new family and full household. Each is a
active professional and none are happy with the seemingly unexpected aging of their parents
into a dependent declare that is a lot more desperate than graceful. Liquidating a family's
recollections and treasures is never a happy job. I understand also that the main one son who
has the temperament to handle the giant project has used all his endurance and forbearance on
the day-to-day administration of the needs of his parents. If the responsibility of this house is
ever likely to end up being lifted from the family members shoulders, and if its worth is ever to be
contributed to the treatment and feeding of its previous occupants, the process to do so would
fall to me. I was hoping this book would offer some ideas and philosophies. I'm not generally a
fan of surprises; Yet, they are our memories!We brought the least daunting of the three books
with me to a medical conference, knowing that the subject matter appears to be less daunting in
an environment of intense learning. Two important text messages are stuff isn't worth as much
as we believe that it is AND what's precious to you is typically not valuable to someone else. I
expected practicality from a publication from the AARP, but by no means knew that the advice I'd
find will be so respectfully and pleasantly offered.I know without reservation that the emptying of
the primary home would not be a job embraced by any of these 3 sons. My children are grown
with their own houses now, so I am contemplating what things to many aged photos, clothes and
children' school recollections. I am person who remembers where, when & Put simply, I don't
think the typical family must keep an estate sale when the family home is sold.again. Further, I'm
right now clear in my determination never to saddle our own children with a house packed to the
gills with this "treasures.!(I understand, I just experienced them last week & Marni, in addition to
very thorough suggestions for downsizing, contains recognizing that this may be a very



emotional process. My wish is that people can tackle this task with love for one another and
respect for the lives their parents possess created. how we brought items to our home; who
provides at least 30 Mother's Day, birthday cards, etc. This is GREAT! pitched several). I've
planned my life around avoiding the unpredicted. a PBS decluttering show that rather
insensitively toss items that held sentimental value.Many thanks Marni for setting this straight
for all of us that didn't understand where to start. I required this understanding hand holding. We
are older baby boomers, attempting to downsize. We, like quite a few peers recognize our kids
really would rather not have the majority of our stuff.. I collection the books apart, thinking I'd
done enough for the present time.! This book is ideal for me.This book can help people. And
Marni, in her writing style assures me I am not alone. Very refreshing. No matter what your age
group it's essential read. I needed but could not at that time find the emotional support and
clearness this little book offers. I promise that is a book you can't put down, so my hubby
noticed. We are inside our 80's and having experienced dismantling our parents homes if they
passed, we did not want this to happen to our children. My husband and I both have boxes that
came home with us from our parents lives that people need to open and take a long hard appear
at what was their tales and what's ours.Fun to read and oh so very helpful at many levels Gosh,
may i really be the one fortunate enough to end up being the first reviewer? I donated it to the
neighborhood library. Great publication, well written. We are now on the "same web page" and our
kids know what we have been doing and so are supportive.Please, if you have too much stuff
read this book to help you understand how to get rid all the trappings. Mandatory read. Not this
book! A motivating read There is no magic formula for completing a tough task! I read the launch
and was stricken by not only how practical this book is certainly, but how thoughtful and kind.
The very best part of this publication gets one motivated to dive into a tough work and accepting
the truth of it. My house is breathing better currently, and Personally i think lighter every time I ...
Haven't finished the publication, nonetheless it opened my eyes to a few misconceptions I got
about my, um, stuff. Now I think it is less complicated to declutter.. My home is breathing better
currently, and Personally i think lighter each time I send clutter off to a fresh house at the thrift
shop. We are NOW in the process of seriously downsizing. gOOD bOOK Emotional support Don't
helpful !!! Didn't really say anything We didn't already know! Not what I expected The book would
be fine for some, nonetheless it didn't work for me.I finished the publication, handed it to my
husband and said, "it's now your turn". Start EARLYVtobread Should have read months before
gettinginto project. sensible and realistic advice I liked all the ideas put forth, and disliked none
Love it Love it. Great story to assist you on your own journey Focuses on aging parents home,
not one's own We had hoped this reserve will be a help in downsizing my very own home. I didn't
believe I'd get my hubby and his brothers to consider reading on the subject, but I will
enthusiastically offer to give them copies of the book.Fully aware of the irony inherent in
purchasing three books on downsizing, I wasn't able to discern from the reviews and blurbs that
was the main one book to answer my need. Instead, the main concentrate was the adult
removing their aging parents' home. Plus, the author focuses on her own family, which appeared
to be even more affluent than most. Yesterday evening I viewed a retrospective about Erma
Bombeck on PBS and understood that both these ladies, Erma and Marni, have amused, inspired
and informed me iwith their sly, humorous wisdom. That simple-appearing book offers solutions
and advice to that end, is definitely something that has surprised me in the very best of methods!
Admittedly, I have not however finished the book however, so perhaps I may still get some good
ideas that I'm hoping for. Great for tips about how to eliminate the detritus from decades of
surviving in one spot. As we survive our so-called Golden Years, we've given serious considered



to downsizing. I don't want my sons needing to proceed through all my junk at the end of my
lifetime, shaking their heads and wanting to know why I kept the silliest things.. This is GREAT! I
bought the book with that in mind but after reading it discovered that just a few chapters had
been pertinent to our situation. They did therefore reluctantly, and have however to embrace the
permanence of the move. twenty years into pension, we're looking at a far more drastic
downsizing (condo, apt, senior living. The stacks of mail are still there, within their slit-opened
envelopes.
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